Fotografische Eindrücke

DR. MYA NANDAR
Zahnmedizinsches Hilfsprojekt Myanmar
August 2010

DR. MYA NANDAR
Ehrenamtlicher Einsatz in Irrawady Delta
Januar 2011

Hello dear Mathias,
How are you ? i hope both
of you ( felix ) are fine.
it has been a long time we
are out of contact,
last months, i went on a trip
to myamar - thai border to
treat people there,
most people there could not
speak myanmar, so i had to
work with a translator, ( like
you in kalaw)
it was a great fun, lots of
work and patients, it made
me reminds me of you , felix
and our trip in kalaw.
are you preparing for
exams?
for me , i am back to my
normal routine in my clinic,
after the trip and preparing
for another trip with your
mobile unit .
best wishes,
sincerely,
nandar
E-Mail vom 20.02.2011
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DR. MYA NANDAR
Mathias Benedix

dear mathias,
how is everything ?
i hope u r doing fine, for me this week is a
very busy and happy one,
i went to a school for the poor children
near the national village ( we visited there
together with Felix , i hope u remember
the place,)
the school building was donated by a man
from Germany, now run by a Buddhist
monk , 300 children are in the school,
i went there and gave dental check up and
treatment to them,
i brought the machine ,
at first , i had some difficulties, but now i
become familiar with the machine well,
it is a great fun for me to do so,
they never had dental treatment before,
i did extraction , filling with material you
left ,
it is unforgettable experience for me.
i always thank you and Felix for it , you
two and the machine have helped my
dreams come true,
i hope you like to see some photos in the
attached file.
best regards,
nandar
Pls convey my best regards for
Felix .
by the way , i can lift the machine well
now

Einweisung in die mobile dentale
Behandlungseinheit

E-Mail vom 13.12.2010

APOTHEKE

DR. MYA NANDAR
UND DR. SHARON PAR

auf einem burmesischen Wochenmarkt
am Inle Lake

Behandlungsort Kalaw

August 2010

August 2010

DR. MYA NANDAR
Ehrenamtlicher Einsatz in Taunyie

Mai 2011
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